Intertraffic is the world’s leading trade event for infrastructure, ITS traffic management, safety and parking, reflecting the loudly development of intelligent transport systems and the introduction of more and more technologies in this sector. Exhibition, from this rank, provides a detail overview of the latest products and solutions, offered by exhibitors from all over the world. If we have to talk about latest trends, I can refer to the word ubiquitous connectivity, mobility and communication. In the beginning of April 2016 is the 23th exhibition in Amsterdam, in which Qntra Technology Ltd., leader in parking technology in Bulgaria, will take part. The company will present diverse range of products- entrance terminal QPM- 100 Entrance, exit terminal- QPM-200 Exit, payment terminal QPM-1000 PS and automatic barrier- Park Plus 100. Reliable components, accompanied by uncompromising quality, provide future in which parking is pleasure.

www.qntra.com
Qntra Technology Ltd. successfully implemented a great number of projects. The quality, the design and the precision, that are invested in each project, are the main reason to be one of the leaders of both the Bulgarian and the European market. Over the years, the team of professionals, is rewarded with series of completed projects. In August the company added to its portfolio two big companies.

“The large area of the parking and the high workload of the input-output traffic created the need for secure and effective system. The professionalism and the precision of Qntra Technology Ltd. provided us future, in which parking is pleasure “- Transcapital Ltd.

Qntra Technology successfully completed their next project, together with Transcapital Ltd, a company which operates in the following three areas - facility management, forwarding, international transport and hotel keeping. In view of the large area of the parking, which consists 350 parking spaces and the high workload of the input-output traffic, Transcapital needed innovative parking solutions. That is why they trusted the approved authority of Qntra Technology Ltd. The integrated system consists entrance terminal QPM 100, automatic barrier Park Plus 100, intelligent controllers with integrated IP communication for access control and software for management of the payments and the duration of the spent time in the parking. The quality, the design and the precision, which the company invest in the implementation of this project is a reflection of developed over the years reputation of excellence and competitiveness.
In July Qntra Technology Ltd successfully completed their project with one of the biggest supermarkets in Europe—LIDL. The integrated system consists of Entrance terminal **QPM-300**, Exit terminal **QPM-400**, automated barrier, payment terminal, **OP FREE** terminal and software for management of the payments and the duration of the spent time in the parking. The automated system is efficient and promising, monitoring input-output traffic and access to different types of buildings and facilities through high quality components, which are developer in service of the customer—through monitoring module it gives opportunity for continuously monitoring. Qntra Technology Ltd successfully completed the installation of automated parking system Qntra Park, with skills and speed ensure the quality, efficiency and reliability, that company of the range of LIDL requires.

AND OUR NEW PROJECTS...

In August the complex of the famous family “Maleeva”, had join our portfolio. Qntra Technology Ltd is currently working on its latest project-installation of automated parking system in the famous tennis club “Maleeva.” The integrated system consists Entrance terminal **QPM-300**, Exit terminal **QPM-400**, terminal for free automatic validation and software for management of the payments and the duration of the spent time in the parking. Club with the reputation of “Maleeva” needs a highly efficient and reliable system that will ensure a quality control of the input-output traffic. That is why Qntra take the implementation of this project and once again proved that quality, reliability and precision go hand in hand.
One of the biggest clubs in the capital, during the summer months, began working with Qntra Technology Ltd. Joy Station is ultra modern party center that brings together the largest bowling club in Bulgaria and club with incredible sound and great stage for pop and rock concerts. The site has two levels and is situated on an area of 5000 square meters. The guarded parking lot of the club includes 150 parking spaces, located on an area of 4000 square meters. With a similar capacity, it implies a high-end parking system, consistent with the workload of the club. The automated system consists of Entrance terminal QPM-100, Exit terminal QPM-200, automated barrier ASQ 100 and software for management of the payments and the duration of the spent time in the parking. The project is expected to be completed during the first week of September.

**COLOR INNOVATION**

The product range of Qntra Technology Ltd. includes option for customizable color on the front of the terminals. The characteristic of the company, gray and orange, is retained with minor changes in the range. The base color of the terminal which previously was RAL 7012 or basalt gray, is changed to RAL 7016 or anthracite gray.